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Abstract: This paper deals with the application of data mining techniques to the conceptual design knowledge for a LV (launch
vehicle) with a HRE (hybrid rocket engine). This LV is a concept of the space transportation, which can deliver micro-satellite to the
SSO (sun-synchronous orbit). To design the higher performance LV with HRE, the optimum size of each component, such as an
oxidizer tank containing liquid oxidizer, a combustion chamber containing solid fuel, a pressurizing tank and a nozzle, should be
acquired. The Kriging based ANOVA (analysis of variance) and SOM (self-organizing map) are employed as data mining techniques
for knowledge discovery. In this study, the paraffin (FT-0070) is used as a propellant of HRE. Then, the relationship among LV
performances and design variables are investigated through the analysis and the visualization. To calculate the engine performance,
the regression rate is computed based on an empirical expression. The design knowledge is extracted for the design knowledge of the
multi-stage LV with HRE by analysis using ANOVA and SOM. As a result, the useful design knowledge on the present design
problem is obtained to design HRE for space transportation.
Key words: Hybrid rocket, data mining techniques, multidisciplinary design.

1. Introduction
The kind of rocket presently used for space
transportation is either a solid rocket or liquid rocket
(Fig. 1). The HRE (hybrid rocket engine) is a different
type of rocket that uses a liquid oxidizer and a solid
fuel. This rocket has advantages of being high safe,
low cost and environment-friendly. Therefore, there
are expectations for the HRE as a safe and green
means of propulsion for future space transport. The
HRE was successfully put to practical use for
Space-Ship One [1], which completed the first private
manned space flight.
On the other hand, the most serious problem of the
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HRE as a form of space transportation is the low fuel
regression rate which is the melting rate of the solid
fuel. Due to the low regression rate, if the engine
design is not appropriate, the thrust of the HRE will be
insufficient compared with that of the solid rocket and
liquid rocket engines. The thrust of the HRE is
affected by the mass flow of the vaporized fuel. The
mass flow of vaporized fuel is decided by the oxidizer
mass flow, the fuel grain length and the inner radius of
the fuel grain port. If these parameters are combined
optimally, the thrust will be sufficient. Since these
parameters also decide the engine geometry, the
weight and trajectory are also affected. As a result,
knowledge discovery techniques are desirable for a
multi-disciplinary design of an HRE for a LV (launch
vehicle).
A previous study [2] developed a MDO
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(multi-discipplinary optim
mization) methodology
m
that
includes a technique foor an empirical-model-based
evaluation of
o the perform
mance of a LV
L with an HRE,
H
and optimizeed several kinnds of launchh vehicles witth an
HRE using a GA (gennetic algorithhm). In addittion,
design know
wledge discovveries have been
b
also carrried
out by meeans of sevveral knowlledge discovvery
techniques for
f a single-sttage soundingg rocket [3-5]. In
this study, the
t developed evaluation method useed to
discover thee design knoowledge of a three-stage LV
with HRE (Fig.
(
2a), caan deliver 100.0-50.0 kg class
c
micro-satelliites, which used
u
for scienntific observaation
of the Earthh, to a SSO (ssun-synchronnous orbit) which
w
is 800 km altitude. A SS
SO is a geoceentric orbit which
w
combines alltitude and innclination in such a way that
an object onn that orbit ascends
a
or deescends over any
given point of the Earthh’s surface at
a the same local
l
mean solar time. Fig. 2b shows thhe image off the
engine desiggned in this study.
s
Paraffiin fuel (FT-00070)
[6] is employed as a fuuel, LOX (liiquid oxygenn) is
employed ass an oxidizer,, and the com
mbustion typee is a
swirling-oxiidizer-type engine. To
T
obtain the
quantitative informationn, an ANOV
VA (analysiss of
variance) is applied. To visualize the design problem,
a SOM (selff-organizing map)
m
is emplooyed.
This papper is organnized as folllows: Sectioon 2
presents the performancee evaluation procedure
p
forr LV
using HRE; Section 3 deescribes methhodologies forr the
design knoowledge disccovery technniques suchh as
ANOVA annd SOM; Seection 4 deffines the deesign
problem; Section 5 show
ws the results of
o the knowleedge
discovery off three-stage hybrid rockeet; and Sectioon 6
gives the connclusions.

2. Perform
mance Evalluation for LV with HRE
H
This studyy deals with the
t LV of a three-stage roocket
with a cham
mber, an oxidiizer tank, a pressurizing
p
t
tank,
a nozzle andd a payload (F
Fig. 2b) that has
h an HRE. Fig.
3 shows thhe evaluationn procedure proposed in the
previous stuudy [2].
Generallyy, the regressiion rate in the radial direcction

of the
t fuel is exppressed as folllows:
n
t 
rport t   a  Goxi

(1))

Eq.
E (1) is emppirically defiined and the coefficient a

(a)
(b))
Fig.. 1 Schemattic illustration
ns of rocket engine which
h
widely used for the
t space tran
nsportation: (a
a) solid rockett
engiine and (b) liqu
uid rocket enggine.

(a)

(b)
Fig.. 2 Conceptual illustration of the LV considered in thiss
stud
dy: (a) the HR
RE and (b) the three-stagee LV with an
n
HRE
E.

and
d index n are generaally decided
d from thee
exp
periments forr fuels with a single portt [2, 6]. Thee
HR
RE consideredd here suppllies the swirlling oxidizerr
into
o the WAX (FT-0070)
(
fueel. a and n in
n Eq. (1) aree
deteermined from
m the experiiment for a non-swirlingg
oxid
dizer with thhe WAX fuel [6]; then, Eq
q. (1) can bee
writtten as:
-3
0.3905
r&
t 
poort  t   0.1561 10  Goxi

(2))

In
n this study, a swirling-ooxidizer-type HRE, whichh
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can achieve a higher regression rate [7], is assumed.
For this purpose, the empirical multiplication with the
coefficient of Eq. (2) is carried out.
0.3905
r&
port _ m  t   a_ m  Goxi _ m  t 
 a_ m   0.156110-3 

(3)

In this study, this coefficient, a_m, is a part of the
design variables that determine the strength of the
oxidizer swirl. The range of α used to decide the
design range of a_m is from 4 to 10. The estimation
methods for the engine size and performance are
presented in the following sections.
2.1 Grain Configuration
The combustion chamber considered in this study
contains solid fuel with a single port to supply the
oxidizer. rport_m(0) and Lfuel_m are calculated for each

Pch_m at time t is calculated as:
Pch _ m t  

mprop _ m t   C *
Athr _ m

rport _ m  0  

L fuel _ m 

m&oxi _ m  0 

Goxi _ m  0 

m&fuel _ m  0 

2rport _ m  0   r&
port _ m  0    fuel

(4)

(5)

Here, mfuel _ m 0 is obtained from the definition of
O/F ( O F t   moxi t  / mfuel t  ),
mfuel _ m 0  

moxi _ m 0 

O F _ m 0 

(6)

moxi _ m 0  , Goxi_m(0), and O/F_m(0) are part of the

design parameters listed in the developed evaluation
module.
2.2 O/F and Chamber Pressure Evaluation
O/F at time t is calculated as the absolute value of
rsi  n  can be written as:
moxi _ m t 
O F_ m t  
mfuel _ m t 

(7)

mfuel _ m t  is estimated based on r
port _ m t  obtained

from Eq.(3) as follows:
m&fuel _ m  t   2rport _ m  t  L fuel _ m  fuel r&
port _ m  t  (8)

(9)

prop _ m t  is obtained by adding moxi _ m t 
Here, m
and mfuel _ m t  . C*(t) is obtained from O/F_m(t-Δt),
P_m(t-Δt) and ε_m using the NASA-CEA (National
Aeronautics and Space Administration-Chemical
Equilibrium with Applications) program [8].
2.3 Weight Estimation
In this study, LOX is employed as an oxidizer and
WAX (FT-0070) is used as the fuel. The required
oxidizer mass, Moxi_m, and fuel mass, Mfurl_m, are
calculated for each stage as follows:
M oxi _ m  

tc_ m

0

M fuel _ m  

m oxi _ m  t  dt

tc _ m

0

stage as follows:

3

m fuel _ m  t  dt

(10)
(11)

Here, tc_m is one of the design parameters. Helium
gas is used as the pressurizing gas. The mass of the
pressurizing gas required is obtained by solving the
state equation as follows:
Ppt _ m (0)Vol pre _ m  M He _ m RTi

(12)

Assuming that Ppt_m is equal to Pot_m when the
supply of helium gas is stopped, the state equation can
be expressed as follows:
Pot _ m (tc_ m )Vol pre _ m  Volres _ m   M He _ m RTf (13)
Eliminating Volot from Eqs. (12) and (13), MHe_m
can be calculated. The temperature of helium after
combustion, i.e., Tf, is calculated as:
 Pot _ m (tc) 

Tf  Ti 
P

 pt _ m (0) 

 1


(14)

The initial helium temperature Ti is 273 K, and its κ
is 1.66. In this study, Ppt_m(0) is one of the design
variables.
The structure of the engine is assumed to be the
same as that of the solid rocket M-V [9]. In this study,
the combustion chamber and the pressurizing tank are
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assumed to be made of CFRP (carbon-fiber-reinforced
plastic) to reduce the structural weight. The
thicknesses of the shells used for the chamber and the
tank are calculated by assuming that σch and sf values
for these tanks are 2.4 GPa and 1.5 GPa [2],
respectively. Mch_m and Mpt_m are calculated using:
M ch _ m 

Pch _ mVol ch _ m

M pt _ m 

(15)

17 .3  10 4

Ppt _ mVol pt _ m

(16)
17.3  10 4
Here, the denominator on the right-hand side is the
measure of the structural performance. In this study,
the same values as those used in Ref. [9] have been
used in Eqs. (15) and (16). The oxidizer tank is
assumed to be made of CFRP with an aluminum liner,
which can prevent microcracks at extremely low
temperatures. This tank has a 0.05 m thick
heat-insulating material. The thickness of the shell
used for the tank is calculated by assuming that σot and
sf are set to 2.4 GPa and 1.5 GPa [2], respectively.
The LOX tank used in this study is assumed to have a
structure similar to the conventional the liquid helium
(LHe2) tank. In this study, Pot_m(0) is twice of Pch_m.
Mot_m is calculated as follows:
Pot _ m (0)Vol ot _ m
M ot _ m 
4.4  10 4
(17)
2 Pch _ m (0)Volot _ m

4.4  10 4
Here, Pot_m (0) and Ppt_m(0) are design variables. In
this study, the length (Lch_m, Lpt_m and Lot_m), diameters,
and volumes (Volch_m, Volpt_m and Volot_m) of the
chamber and tanks of the designed engine are
determined using the same calculation procedure as
that used in Ref. [2].
An empirical equation [10] as expressed by Eq. (18),
is used to calculate Mnoz_m:
2

M noz _ m

1

 M prop _ m  3   _ m  4
 125.0 
 

 5,400.0   10.0 

(18)

Here, Mprop_m is obtained by adding Moxi_m and
Mfuel_m. ε_m is one of the design parameters.

Using an empirical equation [10], the mass of other
equipment (an injector, an igniter, ducts and control
devices) is found to be approximately 30% of the total
structural mass of the engine Mtot_m. Therefore, the
total mass of the m-th stage is expressed by Eq. (19)
as:
M tot _ m  M pay _ m  M prop _ m  M He _ m
 1.3 M ch _ m  M ot _ m  M pt _ m  M noz _ m 

(19)

The rocket length Ltot_m is calculated by taking the
sum total of Lch_m, Lpt_m, Lot_m and Lnoz_m. In order to
load the payload on the 3rd stage, Ltot_3 is multiplied
by the coefficient 1.5.
2.4 Trajectory Estimation
This study assumes the rocket to be a mass point
from the time of launch to the target orbit. Its
equations of motion are expressed as:
(20)
dr
 V sin 
dt

d V cos  cos

dt
r cos 
d V cos  sin

dt
r

d V Th_ m  D

 g sin 
M
dt

d  V g 
    cos 
dt  r V 
d
V cos  tan  cos

dt
r

(21)

(22)
(23)
(24)

(25)

Th_m is calculated as:
Th_ m   CF C* mprop _ m ue_ m  Pe _ m  Pa Ae _ m  (26)
In this study, ηCF is assumed to be 0.98 and ηC* is
assumed to be 0.95 in magnitude [9, 10]. ue_m and Pe_m
can be obtained from O/F_m(t), Pch_m(t) and ε_m using
NASA-CEA program.
The drag estimation is based on the flight data of
JAXA’s solid rocket S-520 [11]. Fig. 4 shows the
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variation in CD,S-520 withh the Mach number. In this
study, the data presentedd in Fig. 4 haas been used.. CDf
is empiricallly estimatedd by assuminng that the outer
o
surface of thhe rocket is a flat plate [122].
CDf 

(27)

0.455

 log10 Re 

2.58

M 
1  0.144M

2 0.65

The Reynnolds numbeer is calculated based onn the
rocket’s lenggth. CDp is estimated as:

C Dp  C D , S 520  C Df , S 520

S weet , s 520
S weet ,design

(28)

Fig.. 3 Flowchartt of the perforrmance evaluattion of the LV
V
with
h an HRE [2].

Here, CD,S-520 is obtainned from thee measured flight
fl
data of S-5220, and CDf,S-5520 is calculateed using Eq. (27).
The second term of Eq. (28) is CDff, design. The total
t
drag is obtaained by addiing the presssure drag andd the
friction dragg.

D  qS wet ,designC Df  S cro,dessignC Dp 

(29)

Since thee pressure drrag and the friction dragg are
estimated seeparately, thee effect of the rocket’s asspect
ratio on its
i
aerodynaamic perforrmance can be
evaluated.

Fig.. 4 Mach num
mber vs. CD, S-5520 measured in
n the flight testt
of th
he solid rockett S-520 [2, 11].

3. Methoodologies for
f
Design
n Knowleedge
Discovery
The optim
mization proccedure designn consists off the
following stteps. First, N design sam
mples are seleected
by LHS (Lattin hypercubee sampling) [13,
[
14], whicch is
a space fillling method,, and then assessed
a
for the
constructionn of an initiial Kriging surrogate
s
moodel.
Second, AN
NOVA is appplied to evaaluate effects of
design variaables to the objective fuunctions. Finally,
SOM is appplied to visuaalize the design problem. The
procedure iss illustrated inn Fig. 5.
3.1 ANOVA
ANOVA,, a method for multivariate analysess, is
carried out to
t differentiatte the contribution of diffeerent
design variables to thee variance of
o the responnses
from the global model. Specifically,, to evaluatee the

Fig.. 5

Proceduree of design knoowledge discov
very.

con
ntribution of each
e
design vvariable, the total
t
variancee
of the model is decompoosed into the
t
variancee
attributed to eacch design varriable and thee interactionss
betw
ween each other. T
The decom
mposition iss
accomplished by
b integratinng variables out of thee
mod
del ŷ. The variance
v
of ddesign variab
ble xi to μ iss
defi
fined as:

i (xi )   yˆ(x1,....., xn )dx1,...,dxi1,dxi1,..,ddxn  

(30))
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where, the tootal mean μ iss calculated as:
a

     yˆ( x1 ,..., xn )dx1 ,....,dxn

(31)

The propportion of thhe variance attributed
a
to the
design variaable xi to thee total variannce of the model
m
can be expreessed as:
2

p

  i ( xi ) dx

2
(32)
    yˆ ( x1 ,...., xn )    dx1 ...dxn
The valuue obtained by Eq. (322) indicates the
sensitivity of
o an objectivee function to the variance of a
design variaable.

3.2 SOM
SOM [13--16] is an unssupervised learning, nonliinear
projection algorithm
a
froom high to low
l
dimensional
space. This projection is based on sellf-organizatioon of
a low-dimennsional array of neurons. The
T lattice off the
gird can be either
e
hexagoonal or rectanngular to geneerate
SOM. In this paper, the former is used because it is
more pleasinng to the eye..
Each neuuron k on thhe map is reepresented byy an
n-dimensionnal prototypee vector mk = (mk1, mk2, …,
mkn), where n is the dim
mension of thhe design sppace,
that is num
mber of dessign variablees and objecctive
functions. To
T train the map, input vector X which
w
represents a sampling design is selected
s
and the
nearest neurron mc (the best
b
matchinng unit, BMU
U) is
found from the prototyppe vectors on
o the map. The
prototype veectors of the mc and its neighbors
n
onn the
grid mk are moved
m
towardds X as follow
ws:
(33)
mk = mk + α(t)(X-mk)
where, α(t)) is learninng rate annd it decreeases
monotonicallly with time.. This processs as shown inn Fig.
6 is iterated until α(t) is converged
c
weell.
During thhe iterative trraining, protootype vectorss are
also converrged. The clooser two pattterns are inn the
original spaace, the closer is the response
r
of two
neighboring neurons inn the low-diimensional map.
m
Thus, SOM reduces the dimension
d
off input data while
w
preserving their featurres. The trrained SOM
M is
systematicallly convertedd into visual information, and

quaalitative inform
mation can be obtained.
In
n this study, commercial software mo
odeFrontier®
®
is used
u
for visuaalization. moddeFrontier® creates
c
a mapp
in a two-dimensional hexagonal grid, and this map cann
be colored
c
basedd on the everry attribute vaalues (that is,,
design variabless, and objectiive functionss). Therefore,,
n co
omponent plaanes are creaated and can be comparedd
visiibly. Howeveer, if n is larrge number and it is nott
pleaasing to thee eye, compponent planes should bee
arraanged for thee efficient coomparison. In
n this study,,
com
mponent planne reorganizaation was used
u
togetherr
with
h traditional correlation aanalysis [16]. Correlationss
betw
ween compoonent pairs are revealed
d as similarr
pattterns in identtical positions of the com
mponent planee
so called “SO
OM’s SOM””. Pattern matching
m
iss
som
mething that the human eeye is very good
g
at. Thee
kno
owledge mannagement cann be made ev
ven easier iff
the componentt planes arre reorganizzed so thatt
corrrelated ones are
a possibly ppresented neaar each other.

4. Formulatio
F
on
In
n this study, a three-stagee LV with an HRE, whichh
can
n deliver micrro-satellites too the SSO (aapogee = 8000
km)), is considerred. Fig. 7 sshows the assumed flightt
profile. The rockket is launched toward the south at ann
89°. launch anngle. The 2nnd stage is immediatelyy
igniited after thhe combustioon of the first
fi
stage iss
com
mpleted. The 3rd stage cooasts along th
he oval orbitt
afteer the combusstion of the 2nnd stage is co
ompleted.

Fig.. 6

Proceduree of SOM train
ning.
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After this coasting, thee 3rd stage iss ignited. tcoasst, as
shown in Figg. 7, is also one
o of the design variabless.
The desiggn variables and their rannges are listeed in
Table 1. In
I common aerospace vehicle deesign
problems, thhe gross weeight of a veehicle shouldd be
minimized. Additionally,, in this studyy, the ratio off the
payload weight to the drag
d
weight is offset byy the
operation coost of the roccket. Thus, tootal weight, Mtot,
Mpay and Mpay/Mtot, arre evaluated for knowleedge
discovery.
The trajecctory constraiints assumed are as follow
ws:
 The fliight altitude is over 2550 km after the
combustion of the 3rd staage;
 The anngular momeentum is morre than 52,413.5
kg·km2/s aftter the combuustion of the 3rd
3 stage in order
o
to ensure thaat the rocket reaches
r
800 km
k at the apoogee;
 The fligght path anglle after combbustion of thee 3rd
stage is betw
ween ±5.0°.
The consttraints for thee structure aree as follows:
 The asppect ratio of the
t rocket is less
l than 20.00;
 The diaameter of the nozzle exit iss less than thaat of
all stages;
 The areea of the graiin port is more than twicee the
nozzle throaat area of all stages.
s

5. Results and Discusssion

Tab
ble 1

7

Design space
s
(dv1-dv8 are for 1st sta
age, dv9-dv16

are for 2nd stage and
a dv17-dv25 is for 3rd stag
ge).
Design varriable
dv1
d
moxi _ 1 0 (kg/s)
dv2
d

O/F
F_1
_ (0) (-)
-3

Lower

Upper

50.0

150.0

2.0

3.0

dv3
d

a_1(×10
(
)

0.39025

1.0927

dv4
d

Goxi_1(00) (kg/m2s)

200.0

400.0

dv5
d

tc_1(s)

40.0

60.0

dv6
d

Pch_1(0) (MPa)

0.5

3.0

dv7
d

Ppt_1(00) (MPa)

15.0

40.0

dv8
d

2.0

8.0

dv9
d

ε_1
_ (-)
moxi _ 2 0 (kg/s)

0.1moxi _ 1 0

(1 / 6)moxi _ 1 0

dvv10

O/F
F_2
_ (0) (-)

2.0

3.0

dvv11

-3
a_2(×10
(
)

0.6244

1.561

dvv12

Goxi_2(00) (kg/m2s)

10.0

200.0

dvv13

tc_2 (s)

tc_1 + 30.0

tc_1 + 50.0

dvv14

Pch_2(0) (MPa)

0.5

2.0

dvv15

Ppt_2(00) (MPa)

10.0

30.0

dvv16

20.0

50.0

dvv17

ε_2
_ (-)
moxi _ 3 0 (kg/s.)

0.1moxi _ 2 0

0.2moxi _ 2 0

dvv18

O/F
F_3
_ (0) (-)

2.0

3.0

-3

dvv19

a_3(×10
(
)

0.6244

1.4049

dvv20

Goxi_3(00) (kg/m2s)

10.0

120.0

dvv21

tc_3 (s)

tc_2 + 20.0

tc_2 + 20.0

dvv22

Pch_2(0) (MPa)

0.1

1.0

dvv23

Ppt_2(00) (MPa)

15.0

40.0

dvv24

ε_3
_ (-)

40.0

70.0

dvv25

tcooast(s)

140.0

180.0

5.1 Result off ANOVA
Fig. 8 shhows the AN
NOVA visualization ressults.
According to Fig. 7a, m&oxi _ 2  0  (dv99) and m&oxi _ 3  0 
(dv17) are important parameters for improvving
Mpay/Mtot. A heavier payyload can be launched wiith a
larger enginne in the 1st stage. Howeever, the 2nd and
3rd stages have
h
to be caarefully desiggned to ensuure a
more efficieent launch. Acccording to Fig.
F 7b, m&oxi _1  0 
(dv1) has thhe dominant effect on Mtot
t . tc_1 (dv5) and
dv9 also infl
fluence Mtot. They
T
determiine the total mass
m
of the fuel and
a oxidizer and that the 1st stage shoould
be heavier.
5.2 Result off SOM
Fig. 9a shows
s
the SOM visualizzation results as

Fig.. 7

Flight of the
t designed roocket.

map
ps colored byy each attribuute value (dessign variabless
and
d objective fuunctions), andd they are clu
ustered basedd
on the similarityy in color paatterns. Acco
ording to thee
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objeectives. In adddition, the S
SOM unit sho
owed a heavyy
Mpaay but did noot always shoow a high Mpay
s
p /Mtot. This
resu
ult suggests that Mpay/Mtot is a reason
nable designn
objeective functioon with regarrd to the rock
ket efficiencyy

maps, dv1 is
i similar to Mtot, and dvv17 is similaar to
Mpay/Mtot. Thhese results suggest
s
that they
t
are stronngly
related eacch other. Thhis result agrees
a
with the
ANOVA visualization
v
results. Figg. 9b comppares
trained mapps colored by
b Mpay/Mtot, Mtot, and Mpay.
These mapss show a traddeoff betweenn the two deesign

(a)
Fig. 8

(b)

Visuaalization with ANOVA:
A
(a) seensitivity to Mpay
) sensitivity to Mtot.
p /Mtot and (b)

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 9 Visuaalization by means SOM: (a) relationship among design
n variables and
d objective fun
nctions; (b) SO
OM colored byy
each objectivee function and
d (c) SOM colored by selected
d design variab
bles.
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for a rocket to deliver a heavier payload. Fig. 9c
shows maps colored with design variables. Here, dv1,
dv5, Pch_1(0) (dv6), dv9, Pch_3(0) (dv14), and dv17
were selected according to the ANOVA results (Fig.
7) and correlation among attribute values (Fig. 8a)
According to Figs. 9b and 9c, dv5, dv6 and dv14
should be smaller, and dv9 and dv17 should be larger.
Remarkably, dv1 did not need to be maximized for the
design of an efficient LV (i.e., high Mpay/Mtot). Because
an excessively large or small dv1 does not allow for a
high Mpay/Mtot, it should be carefully determined.

[3]

[4]

[5]

6. Conclusions
In this study, knowledge discovery techniques were
used to discover the design knowledge for an LV with
an HRE that delivers micro-satellites to an SSO. The
launch vehicle performances (the flight, the weight
and the propulsion) were evaluated based on empirical
model. The evaluated functions were to the total mass
of the rocket, the maximum payload mass and to
maximize the ratio of the payload mass to the total
mass in terms of the cost. The results were visualized
by ANOVA and SOM. ANOVA result showed that
the oxidizer mass flow of every stage is very
important. The oxidizer mass flow at the 1st stage has
predominant effect to the vehicle total mass. On the
other hand, the oxidizer mass flow at the 2nd and 3rd
stages effective to the payload and total mass ratio.
SOM result suggested that a tradeoff between
Mpay/Mtot, and Mtot. In addition, the relationship among
design variables and evaluated performances could be
visualized.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]

[13]
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